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The Warrior X produces

2000 lumens max or 300 lumens. 

throw

560 meters and

can endure harsh

2-meter drops.

You can attach a remote switch and 

charge magnetically.

The vibrating power indicator

reminds you without the need to glance at your light.

And there is so much more…

*The world’s 1st tactical flashlight that reaches a 2,000-lumen output, 560-meter throw, and 2-meter drop test rating 
packed into one light!



DESIGN



INTRODUCING TWO OF THE REVOLUTIONARY BREAKTHROUGHS 
WITH THE WARRIOR X AND TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT HISTORY

Did you notice that the beam throw of tactical flashlights is now longer than ever before? The longer beam helps hunters 
or users spot their prey or target easier. 
Did you notice the metal tail switch on the Warrior X? This not only makes the switch wear-resistant but it allows quick 
charging magnetically. (Similar to the M2R Warrior)

What you won’t notice without experiencing the Warrior X are the huge improvements.
Have you ever experienced trying to find a spare battery because you ran out of power? How about the low power 
indicator suddenly turning on when you want to be discreet? 

The Warrior X takes care of these issues. We have equipped an internal motor which vibrates to remind you when the 
power is low. The almost silent vibration will let you know your power left even in darkness to help you prepare 
beforehand. 

A tactical flashlight needs a remote pressure switch but how do we make it better? The Warrior X remote switch attaches 
magnetically allowing the user to install in seconds instead of unscrewing the tail cap. 

We are constantly thinking about how to make the tactical flashlight better and more convenient for the user. The Warrior 
X implements new technology to help with that. Get one in your hands to learn more!



Olight Warrior X

Tactical flashlights may look similar but it’s what’s on the 
inside that counts. If you look inside the Warrior X, you will 
see how robust and thick the body is.

While using 3mm tempered glass for the lens, the entire 
body of Warrior X is made of aluminum alloy 2x as thick as 
other popular tactical flashlights. With that said, the net 
bodyweight is around 167g which is not much heavier than 
other popular brands on the market. 

WHAT MAKES A FLASHLIGHT SO DURABLE?

Each Warrior X is produced with this quality and care to produce the most robust tactical flashlight on the market.  
For the drop test, we have randomly taken out 200 pcs of the largely produced Warrior X to conduct a 2-meter drop test. 
We dropped all 200 on a thick steel plate 1200 times in total from 2 meters high at 6 different angles. 
The test displayed how drop resistant the Warrior X is without any broken glass as well.(This same test conducted with 
other branded tactical flashlights either had broken lenses or do not function properly)

We don’t suggest dropping the Warrior X for fun, but this test accurately displays how strong the build is if that happens.  

This is 200 pcs Warrior x that we have tested. We really hope 
that you can be here to touch and check it all.

Drop testing



A WIDE ARRAY OF AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES 
We understand that finding accessories for a lot of flashlights on the market can be difficult. We are here to change that. 
Unlike most brands on the market, we have provided a wide array of accessories for Warrior X.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES: 

OPTIONAL AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES:

TGR (tactical grip ring) 3000mah 18650 lithium battery

MCC1A magnetic charging cable

made in silicon, help to 
grip stronger

no need to buy battery separately

charging becomes so easy

Red filter Green filter

E-WM25

UCC2A USB car charger
— (charging in the car)

X-WM02 Weapon mount
— (quick amount)

RWX Magnetic remote pressure 
switch
— (fast connect)

Pouch

FM21-R FM21-G



HOW MUCH IS IT?

1. WARRIOR X FEATURES

MSRP: Only $129.99 USD

Please check the following pages to prepare your listings and information for your customers.
1. Warrior X Features

2. Warrior X Specifications

3. Magnetic Remote pressure switch

4. Weapon mount

Powerful performance: Using a 15A high-discharging 3000mAh 18650 lithium battery, the Warrior X produces a 
2,000-lumen output and 560-meter throw allowing you to see even during heavy rain or foggy weather.

Heavy-duty build: Thick aluminum alloy body and a 3mm tempered glass lens allows the Warrior X to endure a harsh 
2-meter drop test without even a cracked lens. 

Quite to Conceal: Wear-resistant metal tail switch built for environments where stealth is key.

Green & Rechargeable: Charge directly from the tailcap via the Olight MCC USB charging cable to avoid frequent 
battery change.

Easy Operation: soft and deep press the tail switch to easily change between 2 output levels

The world’s first tactical flashlight with vibrating power indicator:  Vibration alert if the battery is low anytime, 
anywhere ( power≤30% vibrate once every 5 minutes; power≤10% vibrate once per minute; power≤5% vibrate 6 times 
per minute).

The world’s first tactical flashlight with a magnetic remote pressure switch allowing you to switch easily between 
handheld and weapon mounted 

A wide array of available accessories: including a silicon grip, magnetic weapon mount, picatinny rail mount, lanyard, 
pouch, MCC magnetic charging cable, magnetic remote pressure switch, USB car charger, and colored filters.

Two optional lumen configurations: ideal for hunting, law-enforcement, and household applications.(default program: 
300 & 2000 lumens for hunting; 2000 lumens & Strobe for law enforcement)



2. WARRIOR X SPECIFICATIONS & OTHER INFORMATION

Compliance

MODE 1FL1 STANDARD

300 lumens

280 minutes

210m

11,000cd

2000 lumens

13 HZ

N/A

N/A

Note: 
Test results achieved using a 
fully charged 3000mAh 18650 
rechargeable battery which is 
included with the flashlight in a 
laboratory environment. Testing 
executed according to ANSI 
NEMA FL-1 2009

MODE 2 MODE 3

(L)5.59 in/142.0mm, (head)1.61 in/41.0mm, (body)1.01 in/25.4mm

7.69oz/218.0g (including battery and pocket clip)

3000mAh 18650 lithium battery (included)

Cree XHP35 NW LED

IPX 8 (2 meter)

OLIGHT’s 5 Year warranty

 CE & RoHs

2000   600 lumens

1.5+80min

560m

78,400 cd



3. RWX

WARRIOR X DEDICATED MAGNETIC REMOTE PRESSURE SWITCH

FEATURES

BODY MATERIAL
AL6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy
Heat Shrink Tubing

WARRANTY
OLIGHT’s 2 Year Warranty
Visit:https://olightworld.com/
olight-warranty

WEIGHT
1.59 OZ/45g

The RWX is our brand-new pressure switch built specifically for the Warrior X featuring a noiseless and a sensitive pad for 
perfect switch manipulation. The coiled cable extends the reach of the switch to around 0.8 meters. The RWX is securely 
connected to the flashlight body magnetically which is a first for the industry. The switch pad includes a long, wide, and 
tightly wrapped elastic strip allowing the entire surface to easily be activated. The RWX is the perfect weapon attachment 
accessory for your Warrior X. 

Natural length of the coiled cable is 0.25m while reaching 0.8m when fully stretched.

The RWX and Warrior X are two independent products connected to each other for extended weapon operation.

The RWX is securely connected to the flashlight body magnetically. 

Silent switch to conceal the user’s position.

Convenient switch pad. The RWX includes a long and elastic contact strip allowing the user to press anywhere on the pad 
to activate the switch.

UPC: 6926540916295
MSRP: $29.99



ABOUT E-WM25 
The E-WM25 Flashlight Mount is a high value and reliable solution to attach a flashlight to your firearm. You can connect 
any 1 inch/25.4mm body diameter flashlight to a firearm with a MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) rail without getting in the way of 
your grip or sights. 

The E-WM25 Flashlight Mount is built with high-strength engineering plastics and aluminum alloy. Specifically built for 
strength and shock resistance The EM-25 features a large dial to tighten the flashlight securely to any MIL-STD-1913 
(Picatinny) rail with a built in gear to prevent it from turning due to recoil. The E-WM25 Flashlight Mount is compatible with 
all 1 inch diameter Olight M series flashlights such as the M20SX, M21, M22, M2R, M2T,M23 and M3XS-UT as well as any 
other flashlight you may have with a body diameter of 24.4mm to 27.4mm.

FEATURES
a) The E-WM25 Flashlight Mount is compatible with all flashlights with a body diameter of 24.4mm to 27.4mm. 
b) Compatible with any MIL-STD-1913(Picatinny) rail. Easily attach to any rail piece on your rifle while not impeding your 
sights. 
c) Made of high-strength engineering plastics and aluminum alloy. Proven structural strength and shock resistance that can 
tolerate severe climate conditions.
d) Large diameter dial to easily tighten onto a rail with no tool needed. 
e) Specifically designed to not loosen up during shock, recoil, or heavy vibration.

4. E-WM25
INNOVATIVE AND RELIABLE FLASHLIGHT-WEAPON MOUNTS

DIMENSIONS
Length: 79mm / 3.11 in
Width: 35.5mm/ 1.40 in
Height:31mm/ 1.22 in

BODY MATERIAL
PC & Aluminum Alloy 

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
E-WM25x1
Friction Platex2  

WEIGHT
47g/1.66  oz 

Flashlight 
holder

Weapon rail 
holder 

UPC: 
MSRP: $12.99 

6926540922050


